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Our Rate:         Fun:
Naughty:        Easy to prepare:

FIND THE STICKERS

The must-do game of the bachelorette parties

YOU WILL NEED TO PROVIDE:

 Two eyes masks
Small stickers to hide on the stripper body 
 Baby oil
 A list of dares
Tequila Shots

HOW TO PLAY:

1. Three teams of girls
2. We blind one girl of each teams
3. The bride-to-be will stick many stickers anywhere on the strippers body
4. The game starts and the blinded girls have to find the stickers
5. The team mates can help in saying “cold or Hot” only
6. The winner will win a sexy toy
7. The losers of the versus will have to do a dare`
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For the end of the party :P

YOU WILL NEED : 
One M&M’s small bag 
Whipped cream
Three eyes masks
List of dares

HOW TO PLAY :
FIND THE M&M’S

1. Three ladies will participate to that game
2. We blind these girls
3. The stripper has to lay down
4. The co-host or bride-to-be (if not playing) will put some whipped cream on his body
5. The bride-to-be will have to hide many M&Ms in the whipped cream
6. The game starts and the blinded girls have to find as much M&Ms as possible with their 
mouth. Touching with the hands is totally forbidden
7. The team mates can help in saying “cold or Hot” only
8. When they find a M&M, they will keep it in their hand. The girl who fins the most M&Ms 
wins the party.
9. The winner wins a price and the two losers will have a dare.
10. At the end of the game, all the girls from the loosing team will have to do a belly bottom 
shot of tequila
and place the lemon and salt on any part of the stripper (chest, chicks, ...)
NAUGHTY VERSION:
Instead of putting the M&Ms in their hand, they will have to put the M&Ms in the stripper 
mouth so he can count who finds the most candies. For sure one of the favourite game of the 
ladies.

Our Rate:         Fun:
Naughty:        Easy to prepare:

FIND THE M&M’s
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Our Rate:         Fun:
Naughty:        Easy to prepare:

CANDY SHOP

Urgent need to be tasted!!

YOU WILL NEED :
Marshmallows
Nylon

HOW TO PLAY :
1. Give the candy necklace to the bride-to-be and ask her to put it around any part of the strip-
per’s body (e.g. neck, wrist, and thigh).

2.Have the guests fall in one line facing the stripper.

3.The guests must then approach the stripper one at a time, and bite off one candy from the 
necklace. After biting off a candy, the guest must go to the back of the line and wait until her 
next turn.

4.The guests will take turns biting off candies until only one candy is left on the necklace. 
Whoever is at the front of the line by then is considered as the lucky winner of the game.

5.The stripper will then takes off the necklace and place it around the winner’s neck. The strip-
per will give the winner a lap dance, and end the dance by biting off the last remaining candy.
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Our Rate:         Fun:
Naughty:        Easy to prepare:

EAT YOUR VEGGIES

YOU WILL 
An assortment of rounded or cylindrical vegetables such as cucumber, banana, plantain, carrot, 
radish, wasabi root and zucchini
A basket or box to place the vegetables in
One blindfold
One dildo
A shot glass and a bottle of hard liquor (such as vodka or tequila)

HOW TO PLAY :
1. Put the blindfold on the bride-to-be. Ask her to take a seat--preferably in another room or at 
a far corner where she will not be able to hear what is happening around her--while the others 
finish preparing for the game.
2. Distribute the vegetables to the guests. There should be as many participants as there are 
vegetables.
3. Give the dildo to the stripper. Be careful not to let the bride-to-be know that a dildo has been 
thrown into the mix—it is meant to be a big surprise!
4. Lead the bride-to-be to a chair placed at the center of the room.
5. The participants holding the vegetables must approach the bride-to-be one by one, hold out 
the
vegetable, and ask the bride-to-be to guess what sort of vegetable it is that she’s holding. If the 
bride-to-be guesses correctly, the participant holding the vegetable has to take a shot. If the 
bride- to-be guesses incorrectly, then the bride-to-be has to take a shot.
6. The game ends with the stripper approaching the bride-to-be while holding the dildo, and 
giving her a lap dance for being such a good sport.
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DARES (not involving stripper)

DARES NOT INVOLVING A STRIPPER :

1. Show your knickers
2. Sing Like a Virgin
3. Remove your bra without taking your top off
4. Sing Sandra Dee from Grease
5. Drink a glass of punch without stopping
6. Kiss everyone in the group
7. Dance like an Egyptian
8. Recite the alphabet backwards
9. Lie on your back and count to 50
10. Hop on one leg for 30 seconds
11. Shout I am a horny bitch
12. Do 5 press ups
13. Pick your favourite song and dance on a table top.
14. Kiss a member of the same or opposite sex in this room.
15. Go out on the porch and sing your favourite nursery rhyme.
16. Give a member in this room a lap dance.
17. Make a prank call to someone you like.
18. Pick a member in this room and lick his/her cheek.
19. Eat a raw egg.
20. Put on another girl’s bra.
21. Imitate any three people in this room, while the others guess who it is.
22. Have a two-minute long conversation with a chair or a wall.
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DARES (not involving stripper)

1. Lick the stripper’s ears.
2. Spank, squeeze and pinch the stripper’s butt.
3. Place an eye cube on the stripper’s navel until it
melts. The stripper can’t use her hands to keep it in place. The girl can only use his lips to keep 
the cube in place *it’s a lot harder to keep the ice cube in place when it starts to melt or the 
girl starts to feel cold*.
4. Pass a candy to the stripper using just the lips / unwrap a candy together using only the lips.
5. Kiss the stripper for a whole minute.
6. Give the stripper a lap dance.
7. The lady lies down. The stripper moves his hand
or a feather all over the laying partner’s body
including all strategic regions.
8. The stripper will unhook the lady’s bra and take it
off her body using just one hand.
9. The stripper will lift the lady’s shirt up from the
back all the way to the collar using just his teeth.
10. Stroke your partner’s tee shirt/pants until we see
the pants move or the tee shirt stiffen.
11. The stripper will have to eat a melting
chocolate/marshmallow on the lady’s boobs
12. The bride to be will spray whipped cream
wherever she wants on the lady’s body and the
stripper will have to eat it.
13. The lady will have to give the stripper a boner
without touching his member.
14. The lady will have to kiss the stripper’s feet and
legs all the way up to the inner thigh.
15. Blindfold the lady. The blindfolded lady should
kiss three specific body parts chosen by the bride to be by guessing the exact location without 
using hands.
16. Kiss the stripper down there *over clothes if you want to*.
17. Make out with each other with the clothes on / dry hump each other.
18. The stripper will have to find the lady’s nipple with his teeth / lick her nipple *with her 
clothes on if you prefer*.
19. Slip her hand into the stripper’s pants and keep it busy for a whole minute.
20. Get under a blanket and pretend to have sex for a minute *you’ll have a hard time stop-
ping*.
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Our Rate:         Fun:
Naughty: It Depends on you !    Easy to prepare:

NAUGHTY MEMO-MIME

How far will you go to win the price?

YOU WILL NEED :
One eyes mask for the stripper
All the props you want (oil, whipped cream, alcohol,...)

HOW TO PLAY :
1. 5 girls are selected
2. The players will have to perform some action, naughty or not. One by one.
3. The first girl is doing the first move (tickling, lap dance, kiss, lick the ear, faking sexual po-
sition, belly
bottom shots, ...). Actions have to be quick. The second girl has to perform it also and add ano-
ther
action.
4. In each round, before another action is performed, all previous actions also have to be ful-
filled. A player
who cannot remember or is too shy to make the move is eliminated. The last player «standing» 
is the
winner.
5. The winner will get a price

EXEMPLES OF MOVES:
 Sexy dance steps
Tickling
Lap dance
Kiss any part of the stripper
Lick any part of the stripper (ear, nose, ...) 
Faking sexual position
Belly bottom shots ...
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Our Rate:         Fun:
Naughty:        Easy to prepare:

NAUGHTY MUSICAL CHAIRS

This cheeky icebreaker gets everyone involved

YOU WILL NEED : 
One chair for the stripper
One naughty sex toy (dices, handcuffs, panties, mini sex toy...) as the price

HOW TO PLAY : 
1. Ask the stripper to sit in the middle on one chair
2. Have a girl to control the music and stop the music.
3. All the girls will be turning and dancing around the stripper.
4. When the music stop, a girl has to sit on the stripper facing him. She will be allowed to 
leave the circle.
5. But before to leave the circle, she will have to make a little lap-dance to the stripper.
6. When there will be only two girls remaining, the last girl who seats will win a price while 
the other one
will have to do a dare chosen by the bride-to-be, plus one minute sexy dancing to the stripper 
putting of at least 3 clothes.
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Our Rate:         Fun:
Naughty: It Depends on the ladies !  Easy to prepare:

BOYZ ARE TOYS

 YOU WILL NEED :
A very comprehensive boy toy
1 Blind fold Everything which suits your imagination ( cake, alcohol, whipped cream,...)

HOW TO PLAY:
1. Ask the model to lay on the bed and blind fold him

2. Have the girls making a queue

3. The first lady will have to make a move (naughty, sexy, funny, sweet, any...)

4. The second girl will have to repeat the move. If she cannot do it then she eliminated. If she 
can do it then she makes a new move that the lady following will have to repeat.

5. The last girl standing wins the price of Naughtiest lady of the evening..
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